Social Studies 9

Ms. Carey

CANADA?
What happens after the War of 1812?
Name: _______________________________
Date:________________________________
Block: _______________________________
The War of 1812 (which lasted from 1812 to 1814) was a military conflict between the
United States and Great Britain. As a colony of Great Britain, Canada was swept up in the
War of 1812 and was invaded several times by the Americans. The war was fought in
Upper Canada, Lower Canada, on the Great Lakes and the Atlantic, and in the United
States. The peace Treaty of Ghent (1814), which ended the war, largely returned the
status quo.
However, in Canada, the war contributed to a growing sense of national identity, including
the idea that civilian soldiers were largely responsible for repelling the American invaders.
In contrast, the First Nations allies of the British and Canadian cause suffered much
because of the war; not only had they lost many warriors (including the great Tecumseh),
they also lost any hope of halting American expansion in the West, and their contributions
were quickly forgotten by their British and Canadian allies.

For Indigenous peoples living in British North America, the War of 1812 marked the end of
an era of self-reliance and self-determination. Soon they would become outnumbered by
European settlers in their own lands. Any social or political influence enjoyed before the war
dissipated. Within a generation, the contributions of so many different peoples, working
together with their British and Canadian allies against a common foe, would be all but
forgotten.

So What Did the ‘Map’ of Canada look like after 1812?
We know that the Indigenous peoples were given land West of the Appalachian Mountains
during the Royal Proclamation but after the War of 1812, land and the push to move West
to claim more territory is going to ignore this. Any lands that the Indigenous groups were
promised, are going to become British territory with this push towards Confederation.

Map Assignment:
You are to use the map provided and using the correct borders/boundaries from 1814 (to
roughly 1825) after the War of 1812 ends, identify who occupied what regions of Canada.
You must correctly label and identify the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upper Canada
Lower Canada
Rupert’s Land (Hudson’s Bay
Company)
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Alaska (Russian Territory)
Baffin Island
Louisiana (Spanish Territory)
USA (American Territory)

Quebec
Appalachian Mountain Range
Hudson’s Bay
Rocky Mountains
Arctic Ocean
Atlantic Ocean
Pacific Ocean
Oregon Territory
North Western Territory
Fraser River

Be sure to include a legend (key) with correct colour coordinated areas, a North Arrow, and
clearly label all items above. You will be marked on your overall detail, neatness, effort, along
with correct locations and information.
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